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in our agency, Volkswagen of America has announced plans to pilot a fleet of electric vehicles. The EV pilot includes a US sized fleet of 10 battery electric vehicles in the
San Francisco Bay Area. The vehicles will be specially equipped to address local charging needs with emergency and standard public charging stations available in the

Bay Area. One of the vehicles will act as a mobile unit with direct connectivity to the Autolib’ fleet management system and mobile app that lists, bills and manages
charging for the agencies fleet of EVs. The vehicles will reduce the need for parking and increase the ridership of the Autolib’ bikes that allow short term electric vehicle
charging. “This pilot is an exciting new way of achieving our goals for cleaner, more sustainable transportation while saving money for taxpayers,” said Chief Executive

Officer Martin Winterkorn, Volkswagen of America. “We’ve had a long and successful relationship with the City of San Francisco and look forward to continuing our
collaboration with the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency and bringing this technology to the City’s streets.” Volkswagen has been an active partner with the

Bay Area Auto Coalition since 2015. Mayor Edwin M. Lee and the City of San Francisco joined VW of America executives and elected officials at City Hall for the
announcement. “Volkswagen’s commitment to reducing our communities’ environmental impact is an example of smart environmental thinking that can make a

difference,” said Mayor Edwin M. Lee. “This program demonstrates the city’s commitment to urban sustainability, and Volkswagen’s leadership in creating opportunities
for sustainable transportation options in San Francisco is very welcome news.” This pilot partnership demonstrates the vast potential of the electric vehicle market and

the efficacy of fleet management using an existing shared mobility network to address unique local charging needs. This is a new way of thinking for how mobility is
being delivered in our agencies. “The partnership we have with VW and our role as the network operator for the Autolib’ service enables the test to be an exciting
opportunity for our riders,” said Josette Nguyen, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency Director of Mobility. “This fleet will help us deliver more clean and
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